
Hot Trash Continue To Bring People 
Together With Their Latest Release 

We Are All One 
PRESS SHOT | WATCH | ARTWORK 

We Are All One, is the latest musical gift from the Pioneertown trio consisting of Rocco 
Gardner, J Bowman and Kelly Halloran and once again sees the band pulling together a 

star-studded line up of friends and fans to create a video that is quintessential Hot 
Trash.   It features friends including producer Dallas Austin joined by Eric 

Zayne and Matt Sorum, who also appears on drums.  The video includes a long list of 
talent from all over the globe - from Travis Rice to Carrot Top to Marian 

Goodell to Natalie Martinez - the list goes on. 

  
Born out of quarantine the track is being released pretty much straight from the recording 

studio in Pioneertown along with the music video, as in these uncertain times the band 
are looking to provide fans with something tangible to relate to and connect with. It has 
been shared around the home studios of an eclectic range of producers who have all 

added their own flairs and quirks to make it a collaborative effort of isolation. 
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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/155nBkSjHU-XH6AeXMMuODeZMR-kM91s-
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=naLwVZUR6xA&feature=youtu.be
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IPClgBQGy9wwSQym1S97BSzp4vWcEXr4


Events and further release plans around their previous release previous  Las Vegas are 
currently on hold with more to come in coming months as the city gradually re-opens, 

picking up where they left off with their call to "Show Us The Way To Las Vegas!”.


WATCH OFFICIAL VIDEO:  Hot Trash – We Are All One 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=naLwVZUR6xA&feature=youtu.be


Rocco Gardner on We Are All One 
 

"On around March 13 we went into self-imposed quarantine ahead of a client coming to 
record.  We wanted to share our common experience - taking care of family and business 
- then ourselves - and then reaching out to people we don’t know personally but who are 
involved with our creative processes.  I say our, because, whilst we are sitting on a ranch 
in the high desert, we are still a collective of creatives and artists - producers, engineers, 
musicians - we are all one.  Sitting here wondering how the world will manage this virus 
moving forward - what it will mean for the economy as people face difficult times - and, 
most importantly, how we will work together to get through it - because that’s what we 

have to do.  We’d been talking about a number of things we needed to collectively achieve 
for a long time - and if there’s any silver lining, its what we adopt and change as a result of 
what’s happened.  Now's the time to make the right choices about what we want - what 

we all want.  Studies have shown that whilst we believe that no one else cares about fixing 
the planet, that most of us actually do.  We have an inherent, if sometimes sleepy, 

relationship to nature and mother earth / our creator - whatever you conceive it to be. 
 And that is important, even if you don’t believe in the ability of our leaders / appointed 
people - to deliver it.  I’m not sure I know how to get this done myself - artists forming 
coalitions has some effect, people creating groups - talking.  There used to be a time 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=naLwVZUR6xA&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=naLwVZUR6xA&feature=youtu.be


when media led some sort of unbiased reporting of live - its time for them to stop finger 
pointing / hyping - and to be part of the solution.  The people responsible for slow downs 

in stopping this outbreak will eventually be handled - but that isn’t priority number one 
now.  Its ultimately up to us how we share information and make sure that the world re-
forms in a better version of itself.  And perhaps that’s where music comes in.  It sends a 

message, in this case with a video, that is simple.  Hopefully it will be accepted and widely 
shared - inspiring solidarity, sharing love with people you know - and don’t.  I hope - and 

am firmly backing - that with thought and reason - that we can shine a light on what’s 
happened and make that change.” 

Hot Trash 
We Are All One 

  
Producers: Dallas Austin, Eric Zayne, J Bowman, Chad Shlosser, Rom Zareski, Rocco 

Gardner, Matt Sorum 
  

Mastering: Howie Weinberg Mastering 
  

Recorded at: ESCAPE, Rancho V, Pioneertown CA 

Video: Director and Producer Rocco Gardner 
Co-Producer Kristina Brik 

Follow Hot Trash  

FACEBOOK | INSTAGRAM | TWITTER

https://www.facebook.com/hottrashband
https://www.instagram.com/hottrashband/
https://twitter.com/hottrashband

